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Master of Business Administration 

The current goal for the United States Navy is to achieve a
355-ship fleet by 2034 and 500 ships by 2045, according
to the March 2020 Report to Congress on the Annual Long-
Range Plan for Construction of Naval Vessels for Fiscal Year
2020. To achieve this goal, ship service lives will need to be
extended and shipbuilding will need to occur. Given the
current budgetary constraint, this project explores the cost
effectiveness between four approaches to vessel
construction: 1) U.S. naval designs built at U.S. yards, 2)
commercial and foreign designs built at U.S. yards, 3)
foreign designs built at partner foreign yards, and 4)
commercial U.S. designs built at foreign yards. The cost
effectiveness analysis took into account the need to
preserve the U.S. naval industrial base as well as economic
benefits and other advantages and disadvantages of U.S.
shipbuilding as opposed to foreign shipbuilding for various
design types. Based on the Constellation Class Frigate
design, analysis indicates that the United States produces
warships at a greater cost than its fellow European NATO
member states. The United States is also less productive
and maintains a lower capacity to produce warships. This
analysis provides reasonable evidence to shift production
of warships overseas, but it must be done in a balanced
way that maximizes the cost savings and allows the United
States to continue to lead the way in next-generation
technology. 
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Master of Science in Contract Management 

When procuring information technology requirements for
systems such as cloud-based services, acquisition
professionals often choose from outdated and misaligned
categories of supplies or services established by
Department of Defense (DOD) Acquisition regulations.
Current contract structures constrain scalability, and it is
imperative that the DOD revise its contract types to permit
new solutions that enable commercial goods to be
procured on a consumption basis. This Capstone Applied
Project evaluates the impact of procuring modern DOD
capabilities as consumption-based solutions by applying
relevant policy analysis, cost effectiveness analysis, and
case study analysis. The findings indicate that a
consumption-based approach to acquiring cloud-based
solutions is the most beneficial method for obtaining fair
and reasonable prices while minimizing costs associated
with contract administration. The authors recommend that
cloud computing be placed into a new category within the
DOD Taxonomy for the Acquisition of Services and Supplies
& Equipment to enable greater flexibility in implementing a
newly proposed contract type, consumption-based
variable pricing, which must be supported by the revision of
language contained in FITARA and 31 U.S.C. §1341 and an
extension of FAR Clause 52.241-8.
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Master of Business Administration 

The U.S. Navy Supply Corps consists of officers with
subspecialties (SSP) that are required to fill certain billets.
Manpower planners are tasked with ensuring that the
community trains and qualifies officers in each SSP to keep
the Supply Corps healthy and able to fill all critical billets.
Navy Supply Systems Command Office of Personnel has
stated that the Acquisition and Contracting SSP (1306) is
the most “at risk” for not having enough qualified
personnel to fill the O-6 billets. This MBA project develops
and employs Markov models to create a 10-year 1306
inventory forecast for FY22 through FY31. We use a fixed
inventory model to determine the number of accessions
needed to achieve 1306 end-strength goals, a fixed
recruitment model that determines a projected end-
strength by an accession policy, and a steady-state model
that shows inventory levels of each state when the system
reaches equilibrium. Finally, we demonstrate how changing
transition rates and accessions can help manpower
planners develop courses of action to meet manpower
requirements. Through the employment of the Markov
models, we find that if the average number of accessions
continue with the current transitions rates, then the SC will
never be able to meet their planning goals. The models
prove to be a useful tool for manpower planners; therefore,
we recommend using the models to forecast the 1306
inventory.
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